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HUGH EDWARD RICHARDSON Held diplomatic assignments in Lhasa (1936-40 & 1946-50) and Chungking (1942-44); reputed for linguistic abilities, knows several Asian languages, speaks Lhasa cockney and reads classical Tibetan with native intonation, conversed with the poet Tagore in Bengali; for several terms Professor in Tibetan Language and History at University of Washington, Seattle, USA; recipient of the Gold Medal of the Royal Central Asian Society, UK; leading authority on history of Tibet, ancient as well as modern.

PARSHOTAM MEHRA Head of the Department of Central Asian Studies in the Panjab University; well-known scholar of Inner Asian History since 1980; written on Anglo-Russian diplomatic encounters and a volume entitled YOUNG HUSBAND EXPEDITION is due shortly; presently working on India’s north-eastern frontiers.

MYNAK RIKHU TULKI Presiding Incarnate of Rikhu, the leading Sakyamonastery in Mynad (Khams); resident in Sikkim since 1959 and attached to the Namgyal Institute of Tibetology, tmt as a student of Sanskrit and English and now as a member of the staff.

NIRMAL CHANDRA SINHA Director: Namgyal Institute of Tibetology; formerly teacher of History, University of Calcutta and editor, National Archives of India.
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